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Abstract.

According to G. t, HOOFT,s holographic principle the cornbination of quantum mechanics and gravity requires

that a 3-dimensional space-region to be projected on the 2-dimensional bounding surface of the region. In the

limit of very large regions the bounding surfaces can be taken as flat planes at infinity, thus phenomena taking
place in g-äimensional space can be projected onto distant "viewing screens" with no loss of information. The

discrete lattice-sites of ascreen are "pixels", each one can only store (1) blt of information. An analogy with a

hologram can be made which stores a 3-dimensional image on a 2-dimensional film. As in the case of the

hologram the flat 2-diemsional image must be rich enough to code full rotationally invariant description of a 3-
dimensional object.
All matter is composed of elementary structure-less constituents called partons. The presence of a parton is

represented by projecting its location by a light-ray on screen. A space-time-event which combines all partons

at a specific instant of time forms a B-dimensional light-front. Light-front-quantization of quantum-gravity
can bä formulated by taking the transverse space as a discrete lattice where the lattice is composed of binary
pixels of a spacing in the order of PLANCK-length. No distribution of matter will ever require more than (1) bit
äf informatior p". pLANCK-area on a screen. The quantization in longitudinal direction considered under the

parton-concept is familiar from Quantum-Chromo-Dynamics (QCD) originated in works on deep inelastic

scattering. The Hamiltonians are the classical ones and the eigenvectors are well-defined super-positions of

FgCK-space-states. Each parton-momentum simply acts as scale-transformations in longitudinal direction,

but classical scale-invariance will usually be destroyed by divergent high frequency effects' Cutoffs in
frequency-spectra, models in connection with so-called Fixed-Point*Hamiltonians and derived from string-
theäry wiU finatty help to find-out that a growing amount-of-information inside a space-region rnay cause its

extension.

Given that the maximal allowable information for each part of space is finite, then it is impossible to localize a

particle with infinite precision at a point of the continuum. Therefore one could assume that information is

itored in points of a discretized space. In order to get information described holographically, it must exist in

some duplicated form, thus it is assumed to be stored on surfaces, or screens. Screens separate points and in this

way they are natural places for information about particles that move from one side to the other. Within in this

environment gravity will take the form of an entropic-force. An entropic force is an effective macroscopic-force

that originates in a system with many degrees-of*freedom by the statistical tendency to increase its entropy.

The force*equation is expressed in terms of entropy-differences.
A small piece of a holographic-screen is considered and a particle of a certain mass approaching it from the side

at which space-time has already emerged. When the particle merges with the microscopic degrees* of-freedom
on screen, it influences the amount of information that is already stored there. Assuming that the change-in-
entropy near the screen is linear to displacement-from-screen then it is proportional to particle-mass. Force

"o*", 
into play from an analogy with osmosis across a semi-permeable membrane and the membrane carries a

temperature, the particle will experience an entropic-force. Based on relations from W. G. UNRUH and.I. D.

BEKENSTEIN temperature and acceleration can finally be brought into close connection which will let the just

mentioned force to appear in the form of NEWTON's second law.
Thinking about a piece of a holographic-screen as a storage-device for information, the maximal storage*

.pr"" orlh" btal number of bits is proportional to this screen-area. Because each fundamentat-bit occupies (1)

unit-cell, the number of used bits can easily be calculated. Additionally the total energy is considered which had

already treen contained on screen-side when the particle was approaching (evenly distributed over the occupied

bits) together with its mass-equivalence due A. EINSTEIN and temperature determined as average-energy per

bit. All this combined together will let the above entropic force become NEWTON's gravity-force. The real

consequence of this finally is: A growing amount on surface of a space.region may change the surface-curvature.
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1 Introduction.

Some insights shall be given into the nature of matter-related-information contained in space and its
reaction back on space if the amount of information gets increased while processes are considered under a
combination of quantum-mechanics and theory-of -gravity in the view of the holographic-principle.

The first parts (1^) of the presentation are mainly qualitatively oriented, while the second parts (2^) shall
contribute some appropriate quantitative explanations additionally.

Part (1^1) - influence by [1] of L. SUSSKIND - will given an introduction to G. 't HOOFT's holographic
principle followed by discussions about problems that quantum-theoretically will come-up together
with suggested solutions on how to evade un-surmountable difficulties that may arise.
Part (1^2) - modelled after E. \IERIINDE [2] - is concerned with gravity and the role entropy plays in
this context.

1^1 The World as aHologram.

Most physicists believe that the degrees-of-freedom of the world consist of fields*filling*space, but
some theorists believe that a small distance cutoff will be required in order to make sense of quantum-
gravity. According to this philosophy the world is about as rich in structure as a 3-dimensional discrete
lattice*theory with a spacing in order of the PLANCK*length (lr).

One may expect that if the energy-density in a region of space is bounded then the maximum entropy
is proportional to the volume ($ of the region. But there is a good reason to believe that the correct
result in quantum-theory-of-gravity is that the maximum entropy is proportional to the bounding*
area of ($ and not to ($ itself; the appropriate argument is due to J. D. BEKENSTEIN [3]. His
considerations are shrlrtly summarized in (2^1.1").

G. 't HOOFT [ ] has proposed a far more radical interpretation of BEKENSTEIN's understanding.
O According to 't HOOFT it must tre possible to describe all phenomena within (\| Uy a set of degrees-

of-freedom which reside on the bounding-surface of (\|. The number of degrees-of-freedom should
be no larger than that of a 2-dimensional lattice with approximately (1) binary degree-of*freedom
per PLANCK*area. In other words, the world is in a certain sense a 2*dimensional lattice of spins.

O G. 't HOOFT further imagines that in the limit of a very large region the bounding*surface can be
taken to be a flat plane at infinity. In some way, phenomena taking place in a 8-dimensional space
can be projected onto distant (viewing-screens) with no loss of information. In what follows, such a
2*dimensional surface is considered as a screen and its discrete lattice*sites as pixels. A pixel can only
store (1) bit-of*information and is therefore either lit or dark.

G. 't HOOFT has made the analogy with a hologram which stores a 3-dimensional image on a2*
dimensional film. As in the case of hologram the flat 2-dimensional image must be rich enough to code
the full rotationally invariant descriptlon of 8*dimensional objects.

All matter is assumed to be composed of elementary structure-less constituents called pa.rtons. Presence
of a parton is recorded on screen by projecting it through light- rays passing through the screen at right-
angles and lightning a pixel on screen.

pärton

Fig.1"^7
Location (xJ is mapped to a point (X). If the
screen is oriented perpendicular to the (z)-axis
then the image on screen is ([X,Y]). It can be
said that the presence of the parton is recorded
by lightning the pixel at ([X,Y]].

No distribution of matter will ever require more than (1) bit-of-information per PLANCK-area on
screen. The image of a parton on screen generally will not be unique in which case there will be more
than (l-) light*ray frorn the parton to the screen, the state on screen is then a quantum-super-position
The image of the parton can be in anyone of the possible locations.

Instea.d of coding a space-point (5) an event k,t) shall now be coded on screen, with (t) as time*
variäble. Light-rays passing through the event and intersecting the screen perpendicularly. All
incomming light*rays hitting the screen at a certain instant of time will form a 3*dimensional light-
front. One may introduce a set of light-front-coordinates by gauge*fixing the metric of space-time,
as shown in(2^1.21.
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With this in mind one will amive at the following statement of 't HOOFT's holographic-principle:
O Light-front*quantization of quantum*gravity can be formulated without direct reference to the

longitudinal direction (x-) and the transverse space may be taken to be discrete lattice. The lattice is
composed of binary pixels with spacing in the order of the PLANCK-length. One may find it
convenient to consider larger lattice*spacing and to have a larger number of configurations on each
side but the net-result will tre again (1) bit per PLANCK-ceII.

The obvious question now arises, how one may code the longitudinal location of a parton? Before being
able to answer this question it is necessary to get more information about light*front*quantizatlon and
the parton-concept. These concepts are familiar from QCD (Quantum-Chromo*Dynamics) and
originated in work on deep inelastic-scattering. Some very basic concepts for light-front-quantization
for conventional field-theories like QCD is given in a (2^1.3).

The boost*problem has a close analogy with the problem of scale-invariance in ordinary-quantum-
field-theory. Classical scale-invariance will usually be destroyed by divergent high-frequency-effects
and even if it is possible to preserve it, the invariance is realized in some anomalous forms. Before
discussing boosts in more details, the subtleties of scale-invariance in the language of Hamiltonian-
quantum-mechanics shall be reviewed in (2^1.4).

The momentum*space*integrals of light*front-perturbation-theory can diverge at high frequencies in
two ways:

I The most obvious way is at large values of the transverse momentum which can be neglected when it
is assumed that transverse*momentum-integrals are finite and dominated by the values of (Pr) in
order of some characteristic scale; in quantum-theory-of-gravity the PLANCK-mass would be the
appropriate scale.

O The second form of high-frequency-divergence that can occur involves integrals over longitudinal
momenta (p-). The range of such integrals is always restricted to values (p- < p-(üoü)); more
information about this kind of high-frequency*divergence can be found in (2^1.5).

If one now considers scale*tra,nsformation by which the infrared-cutoff is rescaled while ultraviolet-
cutoff remains fixed . In general the energy-levels will not simply rescale and one will say that the scale*
invariance is broken. However there may be special Hamiltonians (call fixed-point-H+miltonians)
which preserve certain features of scale-invariance. In particular for such Hamiltonians when the
infrared-cutoff (r,)isrescaledtheenergy-spectrumscalesjust asinequ.[2^1.4^2]thensuchatheoryis
still said to be scale-invariant.
The problem of determining fixed*point*Hamiltonians with behaviour of wave*functions under the
boost in QCD is not a well developed subject. Some simple possible behaviours of boost-operations
having discussed in the past will now be described in (2^1.6). The behaviours do not represent established
fixed*points but are simplified models.

Trying in doing numerical QCD*work by using light-front-methods involves a method of regulating
the low longitudinal momentum-divergences. It consists of replacing the infinite axis of longitudinal
momentum by a periodic box of size (L/e). This has the effect of replacing the (p-)-axis by a discrete
lattice with spacing (e), the smaJlest allowable momentum is (e).

In order to code the longitudinal motion of systems on screen it will be assumed that longitudinal
momentum comes in discrete units of size (e).

O One may consider a single pixel at a transverse position Q$. Since the pixel can only record a single
bit*of-information it can at most record the presence or absence of a parton but not its state of
longitudinal-motion. Thus it may be assumed that a lit-pixel at ff.r) represents a parton of minimal-
longitudinal-momentum (e),

I If now the momentum is increased to twice the minimum. Since a pixel cannot be lit twice, one is forced
to light (2) pixels. In general a system with a longitudinal momentum (Ne) will be identified by (N) lit-
pixels. Thus a system is boosted to a large momentum not try boosting its partons but by increasing
their number. In other words all partons are (wee) and not (2) of them may occupy the same pixel.

Crudely speaking when the momentum is doubled each parton must be replaced by (2) with an average-
separation (1,). Scale (l) could be as small as the PLANCK-length (lp) or larger. The ratio is a
dimensionless number (d. If (g) is small the evolution of the parton-distribution - as it is boosted - is
unconstraint by the condition that the density will not exceed (lp-2) and develops according to the Free-
String-behaviour. However, since the number of partons increases like the longitudinal-momentum
(p-) but the radius of the distribution increases only logarithmically, a point will be reached at which the
density becomes (l**'). At this point the system-area must increase more rapidly. More details presented
in (2^17).
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1^2 On the Origin of Gravity and the Laws of NEWTON.

The central notation needed to derive gravity is information. More precisely, it is the amount of

information associated with matter and its location, in whatever form a microscopic theory likes to

have it, is measured in terms of entropy. The most important assumption will be that information

associated with space obeys the holographic-principle. Space is a storage for information associated with

matter. Given that the maximal allowable information for each part of space is finite, then it is impossible

to localize a particle with infinite precision at a point of the continuum. Thus points and coordinates arise

as derived concepts. Therefore one could assume that information is stored in points of a discretized

späce. In order to get information described holographically, it must exist in some duplicated form, thus it
is assumed to be stored on surfaces, or screens. Screens separate points and in this way they are natural

places for information about particles that move from one side to the other. Within in this environment

gravity will get the form of an entropic-force.

An entropic force is an effective macroscopic-force that originates in a system with many degrees-of-

freedom by the statistical tendency to increase its entropy. The force-equation is expressed in terms of

entropy-differences and is independent of details of the microscopic dynamics.

I One of the best-known examples is the elasticity of a polymer-molecule. A single polymer-molecule

can be modelled by joining*tägether many monomers of fixed-length, where each monomer ca,n freely

rotate around the points-of-attachments and direct itself in any spatial direction. Each of these

configuratio* t o tt 
" 

same energy. When the polymer-molecule is immerged into a heath*bath with

tempärature (T), it likes to put itself into a randomly coiled configuration, whichis entropically

favoured. When the polymär-molecule is now stretched to an extended length-(Ax ), the statistical

tendency to bring it üa"k to the entropic-equilibrium is translated into a macroscopic-force (F). The

Force requires tokeep the polymer in stretched-position at temperature (T) of the heat-bath can be

deduced in its magniiude and witl be directed in opposition to the entropic-force (F) which tries to

restore the polymär back to its equilibrium-position. This entropic*force is recognized by the fact that

it points in lhodirection of original entropy and is proportional to the temperature (T).

One considers a small piece of a holographic-screen and a particle of mass (m) approaching it from the

side at which space-time has already emerged. When the particle merges with the microscopic degrees-

of-freedom on screen, it influences the amount of information that is already stored on screen. Assuming

that the change-in-entropy (AS) near the screen is linear to displacement-from-screen (Ax) then it is
proportional to mass (m). ihe question comes up, what is the entropic*force resulting herewith?

tfr. U*i"*idea how force comes into play can be derived from an analogy with osmosis across a semi-
permeable membrane. When a particle of mass (m) has entropic reason to be on one side of the membrane

änd the membrane carries a temperature (T), the particle will experience an entropic-force (F) which will
be obtained from relation (F'Ax = T'AS).

O It is assumed, (AS) growth linearly with (Ax) from membrane and thus (AS/AX = [k = const]'m) is

proportional to (m)'

O On the other side W.G. UNRUH [5] showed that there exists a close relation between a temperature (T)

and the acceleration (A) of an otsärver in an accelerated frame which can be expressed by (T = k-l'A)'

From both statements one finally recovers (F = m.a) and thus the second-law of NEWTON will be

fulfilled by the entropic-force (F) mentioned above.

The boundary is now supposed to be a sphere. One may think about the boundary as a storage-device for

information, the maximal storage-space or the total number of bits is proportiona.l to the area (A) of the

sphere. Each fundamental-bit occupies (l-) unit-cell.

O The nlmber of used bits (N) will be proportional to (A) in the form (N = A'[q = consfJ'G*l) where (G)

denotes the NEWTON-constant.
O It may be supposed that the total energy (E) is evenly distributed over the occupied bits §.
O Temperature (T) is now determined by (E - 'f = Ir = consüJ.N.T) as the average-energy per bit'

Addiiionally (E) can now be identified by EINSTEIN's-formular (E = M'"'), where (M) represents the

mass that would emerge in the space-part enclosed by the spherical screen; even though (M) is not

direcgy visable in emeiged spacä enclosed by the screen, its presence can be noticed via its energy (E).

The rest is now straightforward:
1' One eliminates (E) and inserts the expression for the number of bits to determine (T).

;' Next one use§ (AS/Ax = k.m) for the change of entropy to determine the force.

1' Finally one inserts the measure (A = an.R2) for the sphere and identifies all the mentioned constants.

After having done atl this one will finally obtain NEWTON's law-of-gravity (F = G'M'm/R2) for the

entropic-fo-rce (F : m.q) from above. More details about contents of this chapter can be found in (z^(2')'
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2 Quantitative Additions to the more qualitative Statements fram above.

Many of previous statements had been specified more or less qualitatively and shall now be further
supported in a more quantitative way. In trying this, new agreements should be remembered in advance:

O Space is a 3-dimensional lattice of spin-like degrees*of-freedom with a lattice*spacing equal to the
PLANCK-length.

O The conclusion of J. D. BEKENSTEIN that the maximum-entropy of a spatial region in quantum-
gravity is not proportional to the region but to its bounding surface.

O Based on this t'HOOFT's proposal that it must be possible to describe all phenomena in a space-region
by a set of degrees-of*freedom which will reside on the region's boundary. The number of degrees-
of-freedom should be that of a 2-dimensional lattice with (1) binary degree-of*freedom per
PLANCK-area. In other words the world is a 2-dimensional lattice of spins. In the limit of very large
region the bounding*surface can be taken as a flat plane at infinity. In some way, the phenomena
taking place in 3-dimensional space can be projected onto a distant (viewing-screen).

O Mapping of 4-dimensional events and their images on distant screen have to be described quantum-
mechanically. All matter is supposed to be composed of elementary structure*less constituents called
partons . A parton is represented by projecting it with light*rays intersecting perpendicularly a distant
screen, its presence by lightning an information-pixel on screen. No distribution of matter will require
no more than (1) bit per PLANCK*area on screen. All light*rays passing through an event at same
time*instant and hit the screen perpendicularly form a S-dimensional light-front.

2^1.r. BEKENSTEIN's Considerations.

It may be temporarily supposed the world is a 3-dimensional lattice of spin-like degree-of-freedom.
For definiteness may be assumed the lattice-spacing is the PLANCK*length (lp) and each site is
equipped with a spin which can be in one of (2) states. The number of distinct orthogonal quantum-
states (10 m*y now be considered in a space-region of volume (9 ast

[2^1.1^1] N(V) = t7,
where (n) is the number of sites in M. The logarithm of (N(V)) is the maximal possible entropy in
(\| and is equal to:

[2^1.L^2] s - ros{Iv(v)} = n.Ios{Z} = V.Iog{2}flp?,
More generally one expects that if the energy*density is bounded then maximum entropy is proportional
to the volume of the spatial*region. But the correct result in quantum-theory-of-gravity is that the
maximum-entropy is proportional to the bounding-area and not to the volume of the region. The
argumentation goes as follows:
tt A black*hole is a maximally dense object whose entropy is assumed to be found on its horizon. This

entropy is equal to:

[2 ^ 1. 1 ^ 3] g = [hoilzon].1og{2} fle? : fhorizon] / 4G,
due to the BEKENSTEIN-HAWKING-formuIa with (G) as NEWTON-constant. It may be
assumed that a certain state exist with an entropy described by eq.[2^7.L^2] and of an energy equal
to a black-hole of size (>$. If now a region (<$ inside ($ could be found to have an entropy of a
black*hole with size (=\| - which can be achieved by adding more mass into ($ - a contradiction
will arise. Since the entropy of the latter black*hole would be smaller than the original entropy, second
law of thermo*dynamics would be violated.

Therefore BEKENSTEIN concluded that the maximal entropy of ($ must be given by eq.[2^1".1^3]
instead af eq. [2^ L. L ^2].

2^1.2 Introduction of Light-Front-Coordinates by Gaage-Fixing the Space*Tima

A set of light-front-coordinates are introduced:

[2^ 1.2^ 1] dsz = gr+,-fdx+ -dx* *g1a,r,-dx+.di +g,r rsdi .d§,
where components (x') refer to transverse*space and (x+rx-) are light-like linear combinations of time
(t) and (z)-coordinates. If (x- - oo) then the metric is flat with (&+,-r = 1, S(+,i) = 0) and lquo= ö;;). One
may further identify (x+ = z*t, 5- = t-z ). The screen will be identified by (x- = m), the trajectories;

[2^1.2^2J x+ni =cor,§ltt
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can be seen as light-like geodesics and the surface (x+ = const ) is a light-front. The standard-
practice in doing tight-front-quantization is to use (x+) as time*on-screen; as the time* coordinate

in general.
Mapping from ( )*dimensional space-time to screen is now tra,nsferring apoint (x+,x-,x) to the point
(x+,xi).

2^1.3 Light-Frcnt-Quaatization and Partons.

Light-front-coordinates are introduced x eq.[2^L.2^{ for flat-metric. The coordinate (x+) is used as

time-coordinate. Light-like-surfaces (x+ - const) play the role of instantaneous hyper-surfaces.
Partons such§uarks or gluons are described by a transverse position ffr) or transverse momentum (QJ

&? \--mA-a@mfivFlongitudinal momentum (p-). In addition a parton may carry internal quantum-numbers
and spin* degress-of-freedom which are irrelevant in cument considerations.

Light*front creation- and annihilation-operators (a+(Xr,k*) A a*(X,k-) create and annihilate
particles in the usual way. The classical free Hamiltonian has the form:

[2^ 1. 3 ^ 1] Hs = f{a+ (p) [P,2 +M! a- (p) / Zp-]dzP'dp-,
where (M) is the mass of the parton, Classical interactions take the form:

[2^L.3^2] &= \-f{a*(p)r*(q)*-(p+q)F(p-/q-)/{tb)@-){p-+q*)fidp3dq3+h.o,
where (F) ar" simple rational functions that depend on the spins of involved particles; for scalar
particles they are constant. Additional terms may exist with higher power§ of the creation- and
annihitation*operators. The operators (a+) have canonical communication- or anti*com.munication*
relations:

[2^1.s^s] [a-(p),a+(q)] = ö2(E -g)6(p--q-).
Of special interest are the properties of the theory under longitudinal boots which act according to:

[2^1.3^41 (p- -* exp{u}.p-) 
^ e, a t),

where (t») is the hyperbolic*boost-angle. The operators-(a+) naively transform like:

[2^ 1. 3 ^ 5] a(r.r,p*) ---+ exp{w / 2}. a(!o exp{w}.p*).
The Hamiltonian transforms as:

[2^1.3^6] fi + H.exp{-w}.
An important advantage of the light-front-method is that the vacuum is the naive FOCK-space-
vacuum annihilated by all the (a-)'s. On top of the vacuum is a space of parton-states by acting with he

the (a+)*opereators:

[2^1.3^7] lk kr...) = a+(kr)a+(kr)...10),
The Hamiltonian acts within this space.

According to the most naive view of the theory the Hamiltonian is the classical one and the eigen-
vectors are well-defined convergent superpositions of FOCK*space-states. Boosting a system along
(z)*axis is straightforward. Eachparton*momentum transforms accordingto eq.[2^7.3^4].The
transformation simply acts as a scale*transformation of the longitudinal*momentum-a:cis. According
to this naive view a longitudinal boost preserves the transverse dimensions of the system and rescales

or LOR^ENTZ-contracts all longitudinal dimensions. However, the correct description is far more

complicated due to various kinds of divergences.

2^L.4 Saale-Invariance in the Langaage of Hamiltoniaa*Quaatum*Mechinics -

The degrees-of*freedom a,re the spatial FOURIER-modes (ö(p)) where the spatial- momentum (p)

may be any real S*dimensional vector. For current purposes it will be important to cut-off the theory in
infrared. This may be done by eliminating modes with momenta less than some cutoff (n) or alternatively
putting the system in a finite box of size (n-1). If one proposes now the classical theory has a scale-
invariance under which all momenta including the infrared-regulator (n) rescale as:

[2^1.4^1] p a X.p,

then the naive invariance would imply, the spectrum of the Hn.miltonian rescales like:

{2^1.4^21 E, --+ )r.ßn

and the wave-functionals of the eigen-vectors trausform in a way like:

[2^1'4*3] iÜ,[6b)] --+ Ü,[\'$Q''P)]'
Each fluctuation of (p) stretches to (X'p).

The problem with this naive view is now that the low and high frequencies are not at all decoupled. This
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causes divergences in integrations over the large momenta which make everything infinite. To define the
theory again an ultraviolet*cutoff (u) must also be supplied. From a operational point*of*view the use of
the ultraviolet cutoff is always correlated with a particular experimental setup. The mathematical
description of the cutoff-theory will not have modes with momentum higher as ultraviolet-cutoff (u). It
will have Hamiltonians (II"), energy-levels (E ) and wave-functionals (ü,).

2^1.5 Second Form of high Frequency-Diyetgence in Momentum-Sprce-Integrals of Light*Front*
Perturbation.

From eq.[2^7.3^L] one can see that energy of a parton diverges when (p* --+ 0). This region describes
Iarge distances in the (x-)-coordinate but small distances in (x+). The divergences in this region are not
connected with scale* transformation*anomalies but rather anomalies in the behaviour of LOR^ENTZ-
boosts.
An example of such a divergence involves the probability for a single particle of momentum (p-+q-) to
be a pair of partons of momenta (p-) and (q-), which in second-order perturbation theory is given by:

[2^ 1. 5^ 1] fdq-l b+qlm,l p,d l' [E(p+q) -E(p) -E(q)]-'.
Using eq.[2^1.3^2] one will find that the integrand behaves like:

[2^1.5^2] (q-)F'( p*/ q-),
as ((q-) + 0). Furthermore, if the low-momentum*parton has spin (J) the function (F) has the form
k*)-Iin this limit. Evedently the probability diverges for (J ) 1) and this divergences indicate that
the population of partons ca,n become infinite at low longitudinal momentum thus invalidating the
naive picture.

It should be imagined that the degrees-of-freedom (a*(p)) being laid-out on (p-)-axis. The length of
the axis is finite and given by (p-(toü)). A longitudinal boost is represented as scale-transformation of
this axis. LORENTZ-invariance requires perfect scale*invariance with Hamiltonian-transformation
according to eq.[2^1".3^6/. The divergences at low (p-) can potentially disrupt the classical-invariance
in a manner similar to the wav ordinary-divergences can ruin scale-invariance. As in that case one
must introduce a cutoff on low-values (p-). Thus one introduces a cutoff which eliminates all (p* < e)

and searches for a fixed of the renormalization*group. Those fixed*points classify the possible boost-
invariant-theories.

2^1.6 Simple possible Models of the Fixed-Point-Hamiltonians.

The EINSTEIN/LORENTZ-Fixed-PoinI:
O In very simple field-theories with no divergences the wave-function of a particle or system-of-

particles is a convergent FoCK*space-state with a finite average-number of partons. If the cutoff
(e) is sufficiently small the probability to find a parton with (p- < e) is negligibly small. Thus
boosting the system is trivial. Each parton shifts to its boosted position, transverse sizes keep
invariant and longitudinal sizes contract.

The FEYMAN/B JORKEN-Fixed-Point :

tl In case of gauge*theories longitudinal divergences induce a divergent distribution of partons at low
(p-) and the number of partons per unit-(p-) behaves like;

[2^1.6^1] dn/d(p-) - t/(p-).
Introducing a high-frequeny-cutoff (p- < e) is more serious this time since it eliminates degrees-
of-freedom which are present in the hadron. In this case when a boost doubles the longitudinal
momentum of each parton, a hole is left in the region (e < p- < 2e) and new partons must be added in
order to fill this region. In other words, the boost-operator must contain an extra-term which acts as
a source for partons of low*(p*); these partons are called (wee)-partons. The (wee)-partons create
anomalies of matter under boosts. For example, because they always carry low longitudinal*
momenta they coutribute a cloud which does not LORENTZ*contract. Furthermore they tend to be
found at progressively larger transverse distances from the centre-of-mass.

[2^L.6^2] Rrz(wee) - los{p-(tat)/ e}.
In this model the quantum*numbers of a hadrons are carried by ("valence")-partons which carry
finite fractions of the total momentum and therefore behave as in the EINSTEIN/LORENTZ-ca,se.
Thus spatial distributions of charge, baryon-number and angular-momentum LOR"ENTZ*contract
and do not transversely spread.
The cutoff (e) is arbitrary but as in ordinary renormalization-theory, physical applications may make
a particular choice most convenient. For example, in case of a high*energy*particle colliding with a
fixed target the target determines some range of frequencies for which it is sensitive. Retaining
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higher frequencies in the description only leads to unnecessary complexity.
The KLEBANOV/SUSSKIND-Fixed-Point :

i Divergences at large transverse momenta can alter the boost*operation. In order to understand this
one must generalize the cutoff-procedure in a way that all modes with frequencies greater than some
value (u):

[2^1.6^3] (K,2+ru2)/z(k*) > v
will be cut*off. Once again one can eliminate the effects of the cutoff by either letting ((u ---+ O) or
(p- -* o)). Now (u) may kept fixed. The phase-space for partons looks like:

ntr

Fig.2^1.6
Parton*phase-space.

A low longitudinal*momentum-parton is now considered. The interaction-terms in Hamiltonian
(II) allows the parton to become splitted into (2)-partons, each one with a smaller (p-) than the
original one. From Fig. 2^1.6 will be obvious that the transverse momentum of the pair must be
small. This insures that the probability for the original parton to become a pair is small; therefore
divergences at low (p-) 

"uo 
be ignored. Ifone boosts the system so that the parton gets a much higher

(p-), the transverse-phase-space for a splitting becomes much bigger. And as far as the theory
produces transverse*divergences the probability for such an event will become larger as the system is
boosted. Eventually the parton will be replaced by a number of partons closely spaced in the
trausverse-space. If the system is further boosted the effect will continue and the partons reveal
transverse-fine-structure within structures ad lnfinitum. Thus the boost-operator contains terms
which continuously create (wee)-partons migrating to larger (p-). In doing this they split into short*
distance pairs which continue to migrate and split.

Next a behaviour will be described that cannot be found in ordinary*field-theory but occurs in string*
theory, nevertheless can be described in parton-terms.
The Free*String-Fixed-Point.
O A single parton of a longitudinal momentum of order (e) is boosted to twice of its original*momentum.

Instead of finding a parton of a double momentum one will find (2)*partons each with original-
momentum (e). The (2)-partons have a transverse-wave-function which is rotationally symmetric
and peaked at atransverse radial-distance (l- = /a), where (o) is the usual dimensional string*
constant. If one now doubles the momentum again, each of the (2)-partons is resolved into (2) more
ones with a similar wave-function. Unlike the KLEBANOV/SUSSKIND*case the evolution does not
create pairs of smaller and smaller transverse-size, moreover no parton is ever found with (p- > e ) and
all partons are (wee). After (n) iterations the total number of partons is (2') and the total longitudinal
momentum is:

[2^1.6^4] p-(tot) = e.*.
It can be shown that a,fter many iterations the transverse-density of partons relative to the centre*of*
mass is Gaussian with a radius satisfying:

[2^1.6^5] FLr2 = 7"2.a = 1,2.tag{p-/e}.
One might also expect that no LoRENTz-contraction will occur since all partons are (wee).
The implication of such a parton*model for high-energ'y cross-sections are interesting. One may
assume that a particle collides with a fixed target while scattering is weak enough that the total
cross-section is additive in the constituent-partons. Since the number of partons is proportional to
the momentum of the incident particle the cross*section grows linearly with the laboratory*energy.
However, this behaviour together with eq.[2^7.6^5] cannot persist indefinitely without violating
unitarity. Either addition of partons will eventua.lly lead to shadowing corrections or the geometric
size of the parton-cloud will have to grow more quickly. The latter option is correct.

The string*like parton-model shall now be compared with the real stringrtheory in the light-front*
frame:

I The work will be done in units with ( l" = 1).

Dt
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O A free string is described by a transverse coordinate Q!r(o,x+)) which is a function of the parameter
(o) and the light*front-time (x+). lt is convenient to allow (d to run (0 --r p-(tot)). A longitudinal*
boost carr then be seen as a rescaling (o). The operator EJ can be expanded into normal-modes är)
and the centre*of-mass (J(r(cm)).

[2^L.6^6] X,@,x-)-X,fum) = n8*1(X,-rrrp{it(o-x+)/ p-}-§,-exp{i1(o*x+)/ p-}).
If one considers the mean-square-size of the string:

[2^1.6^4 R' - ßr(o)-X*k*)]' .

The matrix-element gets a coutribution from each mode and the result diverges:

[2^1.6^s] Rr' = o,f,-|(l/t) = log{a}.
The problem is, a high-frequency-cutoff had not been introduced. Frcm eq.[2^I.6^6J one can see

that the frequency of l-th mode is (t/p-). The highest allowable frequency when the cutoff is in place
is of order (1"/e ) so that the highest allowable mode is:

[2^1.6^9] I-u= p-/e.
The logarithmic divergence cän now be replaced by eq.[2^1.6^5].

The string-theory does not endow the string with an independent longitudinal-coordinate. The
coordinate (**(o) is determined in terms of the tta,nsverse-coordinates. The longitudinal-size could
be computed and it was found to diverge if no high*frequency-cutoff had been used. This time the
divergence is quadratic and gives:

[2^1.6^10] Re = 7/e2.

The longitudinal size does not LOR"ENTZ-contract as (p*) increases.

Another feature of the string-wave*function involves the length of the transverse-projection of the
string as (pJ increases. It could be shown that as the number of string-modes increases the transverser
string*length increases linearly. This means that the string*length is proportional to (p-). In order to
understand the connection with the free*string-parton-model, the string is thought to be made of
string-bits with a length (1"). One will realize that the number of bits is proportional to (p-) and each bit is
(wee).

2^1.7 Growth of Particles with Momentum.

Eventually the area (A) occupied by a particle will grow like:

[2^1,7^1] A * toz-(p-/e).
No matter how small (g) is, interactions will become important when the number of modes becomes so
large that the density gets (g-2) in string-units. The basic-requirement for consistency with the bound
on area*density is now that the effect of interaction is so repulsive that the partons create an
incompressible fluid.

2^2.1 Information about Particles stored on Screens aad Direction of emergent Space.

Space in first place is a device introduced to describe e.g. positions and movements of particles. Thus it is
literally a storage for information and this information is associated with matter. Given that, the
maximal allowed information is finite for any part*of*storage then it is impossible to locate a particle
with infinite precision at a point of the continuum. In fact, points and coordinates arise as derived
concepts. One may assume that information is stored in points of discretizied space (like in a lattice-
model). But if all the associated information would be stored without duplication one would not get a
holographic description and this means, one would be unable to recover the new aspects of gravity.

Therefore is assumed that information is stored on surfaces or screens. Screens separate points and
thus they are natural places to store information about particles moving from one side of the screen to its
alternate side.

O One may suppose that this information about particles-locations in this way are stored in discrete
information-bits on screens.

O Dynamics on each screen is given by some unknown rules which can be thought as a way of processing
the information that is stored on the screen. Hence it does not have to be given by a local field*theory
or anything else familiar. The microscopic details are irrelevant so far.

Further shall be assumed that there exists (1.) specific direction corresponding to scale* or coarse-
graining*variable of the microscopic theory.
O In this direction space will be emergent.

O So screens that store information are like stretched horizons. One side there is space on the alternate
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side is nothing yet.
Additionally may be assumed that the actual microscopic theory has a well-defined notion of time a"rrd itsdynamics keeps invariant with respect to time-transitions. This allows one to define energy andtemperature by employing techniques of statistical*physics,
These will be the basic ingredients together with the entropy associated with the amount of informationfor further discussions.

2^2.2 Acceletation associated with Temperature and NEWTONTs second Law.

The starting assumption is directly motivated by BEKENSTEIN,S thoughts initially mentioned andfinally expressed by:

[Z^t.t_^g] S = [hotizon].tog{2}flrz = [horir,oa]/4G.
But now it is not used near a black-hole-horizon but in f1at, non-relativistic space. For this reason asmall part of a holographic screen is now considered and a particle of mass q*1 u,ppro""hing it or. tt 

"screen*side of already emerged space-time. Eventually the particle *""gu* with the microscopicdegrees-of-freedom on the screeu. But before doing so, it arieaay influeäes the amount of informationthat was originally stored on screen.

Eig.2^2.2
Particle with mass (m) approaches part of holographic
screen. ScreeRs bounds emerged part of space which
contains the particle, and stores data that describe
part-of-spa,ce that has not yet emerged, as well as
some part of the emerged space.

Motivated by BEKEN§TEIN's argument may be postulated that change*of-entropy associated with theinformation on screen-boundary equals:

[2^2.2^1] {ÄS: 2r.ku} +- {Äx= fr/(m.c)},
where (li) is the PLANCK-constant, (k") the BoLTzMANN*constant and (c) the vacuum-speed-of-light' This may be written in a slightly *or* gerr"ral form by assuming that ihe change-of-entropy nearscreen is linear in displacement (Ax):

[2^Z.Z^Z] AS = 2n.ks.m.e.Ax/k.
t Why (AS ) is also proportional to the mass (m)? This can be answered if one imagine the particle to besplitted into lighter sub-particles, each of those carries its own change-in-entropy a.fter a shift of(Ax)' Because entropy and mass are both additive, therefore it,s natural that the above mentionedproportionality must also hold for (m) in total.
How does now force come into the discussion?
o The basic idea is to use the analogy with osmosis across the semi-permeable membrane. when theparticle has an entropic-reason to be on one side of the membrane and the membrane has atemperature (T), it will experience an effective force (F) equal to:

[2^2.2^3] F.Ax = T.AS,
where (F) is an entropic-force.

From NEWTON's second law one knows that force needs to have a non*zero acceleration. As W. G.UNRUH [5] showed, acceleration (d and temperature (T) can be closely related.
o An observer in acceleration @) wil experience a temperature of:

[2^2.2^4] kB.T = fr..tu/(2n.c).
This equation is to be read as temperature (T) to cause an acceleration @) and may be taken as thetemperature associated with the information-bits on screen.

With the requirements of. equ.[2^2.2^2] and, [2^2.2^4] one finally will obtain from equ.[z^2.2^g]NEWTON's second law in the form:
[2^2.2^5J F = n.&.

Lawof Gtavity.

The boundary is now supposed not to be infinitely extended, it shall become a closed surface, here
especially the surface (A) of a sphere. This boundary is now considered as a device to store information
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and under the assumption that the holographical principle holds:

O The total number of bits is proportional to the surface (A) and each fundamental bit occupies (l)-unit-
cell of (A).

If the number of bits proportional to (A) are denoted by (I§), one may write:

[2^2.s^1] N = A.eg/(G.fr),
where (G) will already be identified with NEwT0N's*constant. There may tre a total energy (E) in the
system supposed to be evenly distributed over the bits (It[) and the temperature (T) of the system is then
determined by the equipartition-rule:

[2^2.3^2] E - N.kB.Tlz,
as the average-energy per bit. After this EINSTEIN's mass-energy-equationr

[2^2.3^3] E=M-cz
is also needed, where (M) represents the mass that would be emerged in the space enclosed inside the
sphere. Although the mass (M) cannot be seen directly in the emerged space, it is effectively noticed due
to its energy. If one eliminates (E) from equ.[2^2.3^2] and, equ.[2^2.3^3/ and in the resulting relation
between (Ir[) and (T) replaces (]I) with equ.[2^2.3^"1/one will get an expression for (T). This inserted into
equ. [2 ^ 2. 2 ^5J together w ittr e qu. [2 ^ 2. 2 ^ 2] and

[2^2.3^41 A - 4r.R2-
(for the surface (A) of the sphere) will get a final expression for (F) in the form of:

[2^2.s^5] F - G.M.m/R?.
This is nothing else as NEWTON's law of gravity Thus in summary can be said that by the recent
assumptions the entropic-force (F) reveals itself as NEWTON's force of gravity.

!|t

Fis.2^2.3
Particle with mass (m) near a spherical, holographic
screen. The energy is evenly distributed over the
occupied bits, and is equivalent to the mass (M) that
would emerge in the space enclosed by the screen.

From actual and previous chapters one may summarize:

[2^2.3^2] fi: N.ks,T/2 AS = 2tr,ks.m.c-Ax/fr [2^2.2^2]
UU

[2^2.3^3] ß = M-cz AS = F.Ax/T <= F.Ax = ?.ÄS [2^2.2^3]++
M.c2 = N.kB.T/2 F/T:Zn.kr.m.c/fi++
2M.c2/N =kr.T u F = hr.kn.T.ru.c/fi.

+
F = 4r-M.cl.m/(N.fr) u N = A.cg/(G.fr) [2^2.3^1]

+
F = 4tc. G.M.m/A

+
F=4n.G.M.m/A u A=4r.R2 [2^2.s^4]

+
[2^2.3^6] F - G.M.m/Rz

The final equation [2^2.5^6] is NEWTON's law of gravity. It had been derived so far partly for
dimensional reasons and also due to NEWTON's law of forces (from previous chapter), contains
ingredients in its evolution that lead to black-hole thermodynamics and holographic*principle. All this
together casts a completely new light on the origin of gravity, which has become now the character of an
entropic force.

2^2.4 Further Additions to Conteats of Sectiar,s 2^(2.1-2.3).

Final remarks referring the previous context shall be given in addition now:

O Equipartition in general holds only for free systems. But how essential is this? Energy usually spreads

i1l,1:1..i. i

:1.]itj !i
11:l,ir
'::'ll, l!: 'r

!
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over the microscopic degrees-of-freedom according to some non-trivial distribution-function, When
lost information*bits are randomly chosen among ail bits, one expects the energy-change associated
with (AS) still to be proportional to the energy-per-unit-area (E/A). This fact could therefore be true
even when equipartition is not strictly obeyed.

O It may appear somewhat counter-intuitive that in equ.[2^2.2^4] the scalar temperature (T) is related
to the vector-quantity @), while from equ.[2^2.2^2] the vector-gra.dient (AS/nl can be derived which
is obviously related to scalar (m).
In order to understand this, a particle with mass (m) is to be considered when it approaches the screen.
Here it will merge with the microscopic degrees-of*freedom on the screen and hence it is made-up of
same information-bits as those live on screen already. Since each bit carries an energy (%.k".T), the
number of bits follow from:

[2^2.4^1] m.c2 = ly'z.n.kr.T.

With this one will get further:

[2^2.2^4] ks.! - fi,.y1l(tur,c) U m,cz = *§.n.kr.T [2^2.4^1]
+

[2^2.2^2] AS = 2r.ks.m.c.Ax/fr U m.c = (1/Azr).n.g,fr./cz
+

AS : Zr'ka' ( Ax/ fi)' n' g' fi'/ cz
+

AS: ke.n-g.Ax /2cz
+

[2^2.4^2] AS/n * ku.p.Ax /Zcz
By combining the above equations one of course will again recover §| in equ.[2^2.2^5] as an entropic-
force. But by introducing number-of*bits (n) associated with the particle, one succeeded in making
identifications more natural in terms of their scalar- versus vector*charäcter.
One may conclude that the acceleration @) is related to an entropic-gradient (AS/n), thus a particle
will stay in rest because there is no entropy*gradient. This fact makes in natural to introduce the
NEWTON*potential (iD) and write the acceleration as b = -VO ) and this allows to express change-
of-entropy in the following way:

[2^2.4^3] AS/n = -k,.Yt§/2cz.
The important conclusion has now been obtained that the NEWTON-potential keeps track of the
depletion-of*entropy per Information-bit.

3 All of this can be condensed into a coherent Picture.

Obviously two different aspects about h«rw information behaves inside a 3-dimensional space-region
or on its bounding 2*dimensional surface were significant in the previous presentation.
O The first one was concerned with 3*dimensional light-fronts of events inside a space-region.

Holographic principle and light*front-quantization took the crucial parts during these discussions.
According to this final reasoning in this context one will be forced to realize that a space-region may
be expanded by an increasing amount of information inside the region.

O While by the second aspect the influence of entropy stood in foreground especially due to the role it
plays in connection with gravity. Due to the fact that gravity reveals itself as directly connected to an
amount of entropy or information one will have to take into consideration that information may change
the curvature of a space-region.

The endeavour to condense the former results in a condensed and coherent manner can finallv
summarized by the following statements:
O A space*region will be expanded caused by an increasing amount of information inside.
O Information is responsible for gravity and thus causes the curvature of space*time due to EINSTEIN's

general theory of relativity.

3^1 Space will expand due to growing Amount of Information inside.

BEKENSTEIN (when finished his thought-experiment) had been stated that if the maximal number
of distinct orthogonal quantum*states in a S-dimensional region is bounded then the maximal entropy
must be proportional to the bounding surface of the region. Therea.fter G. 't HOOFT had extended
BEKENSTEIN's interpretation by his holographic-principle wherein he combined quantum*mechanics
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and gravity. According to 't HOOFT all phenomena taking place in 3*dimensional region ($ can be
projected onto the 2*dimensional bounding surface of ($ without loss of information. He declared the 3*
dimensional world as (2)-dimensional lattice with (1) binary degree-of*freedom per PLANCK*area and
he imagined that in the limit of very large regions the bounding surfaces can be taken to be flat planes at
infinity. Thus phenomena taking place in 3-dimensional space will be projected on distant viewing*
screens. Their discrete lattice-sites are referred as pixels. A pixel can only store (1) of information and is
either lit or dark.
Points in space are represented by light-rays intersecting the screens in right*angles and all points of a
certain instant in time connected in a space-time-event passing perpendicularly through a screen will
form a 3*dimensional light-front. Light-fronts are the subjects of G. 't HOOFTs holographic-principle
were he further stated in:
O Light*front*quantization in quantum-gravity can be formulated with no direct reference to the

longitudinal direction and the transverse space may be taken to be a discrete lattice. This lattice is
composed of binary pixels with spacing in order of PLANCK-length.

The obvious question may then arise as to how one may code longitudinal locations of partons. An
answer can be given:

) If mapping of 4-dimensional space-time*events and their images on screens can initially be described
in semi-classical terms with keeping in mind to extend it further quantum-mechanically.

) In viewing all matter being composed of elementary structure-less constituents called partons.

Light-front-quantization is started with some basic concepts of a conventional field-theory like QCD.
According to the most naive view of the theory the Hamiltonian is the classical one and the eigen* vectors
are well-defined convergent super-positions of FoCK-space-states. A longltudinal boost is
represented as a scale-transformation along the axis of the longitudinal momentum. By boosting a
system the transformation simply acts as a scale-transformation along the longitudinal*momentum-
axis, transverse- dimensions keep preserved, all longitudinal dimensions will be rescaled or LOR"ENTZ-
contracted.

The boost*problem has a close analogy with the problem of scale-invariance in ordinary quantum-
field-theory. Classical scale-invariance will usually be destroyed by divergent high-frequency-effects,
the invariance is realized in some anomalous forms. The problem with the naive view is that the low and
high frequencies are not at all decoupled. This may cause divergences in integrations over large momenta
which make everything infinite. The momentum*space*integrals of light-front-perturbation theory
can diverge in (2) ways:

) The first one occurs at large values of the transverse momentum and reflects divergences of the short
distance-singularities which are familiar already from covariant perturbation theory.

) The second form that can occur involves integrals over longitudinal momenta. Divergences in this
region are not connected with scale-transformation-anomalies but rather anoma.lies in the behaviour
of LOR^ENTZ-boosts.

For reasons to avoid again difficulties during further considerations it seems to be advantageous to
restrict the theory by defining cutoffs (n) against infrared, (u) with respect to ultraviolet. The
mathematical description of the cutoff*theory will be not to allow modes with momenta less than (n) and
higher than (u).

By rescaling (n) and leaving (u) fixed in general the energy-levels will not simply rescale so that one is
forced to say, the scale*invariance is broken. However in this situations there may exist special
Hamiltonians (so- called Fixed*Point*Ha,rniltonians) which preserve certain features of the scale-
invariance. In case of such specials the theory is said to be still scale-invariant.

But even now determing fixed-points and the behaviour of the wave*functions under boost in QCD is
not a well-developed subject. Therefore only some possible behaviours of the boost-operation that have
been discussed will enable further considerations now. These behaviours do not represent established
fixed-points but can be discussed as simplified models instead of and in this position they will show some
very interesting properties:

O The FEYMAN/BJORKEN*modeI in the case of gauge*theories longitudinal-divergences introduce a
divergent distribution of partons of low longitudinal*momenta. In this case when a boost doubles the
longitudinal-momentum of each parton a hole is left in the region between a cutoff (e) and (2e). New
partons must be added to fill the region. The boost-operator must contain an extra-term which acts as

source of low-momentum-partons. These partons R. P. FEYNMAN called (wee)*partons. This kind
of partons always carry low longitudinal*momenta and contribute a cloud which does not LORENTZ-
contract. Furthermore they tend to be found at progressively larger transverse-distances from centre-
of-mass.
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Or:

O In the KLEBANOV/SUSSKIND-modeI a low*longitudinal-momentum parton is considered and the
interaction*term of the Hamiltonian allows the parton to split into (2) partons, each one with a smaller
longitudinal-momentum than the original one. If the transverse-momentum of the pair is small it
insures that the probability for the original parton to become a pair is small and therefore divergences
due to low longitudinal-momenta can be ignored. However if one troosts the system so that the parton
gets a much larger longitudinal-momentum, the transverse-phase*space for it to split has become
much bigger. If the theory has transverse- divergences the likelyhood for something like this will even
more increase as the system is further boosted. Eventually the original parton will be replaced by more
partons closely spaced in transverse-space. The effect continues as the system is stronger boosted so
the partons reveal transverse-fine-structure within structure ad infinitum. Thus the model-boost-
operator contains terms which continuously create (wee)-partons which continue to migrate to larger
longitudinal-momenta. As they do so they split into short*distance-pairs which continue to migrate
and split.

Or:

O In Free-String-model (which can be shown even being able to described in parton*terms) where a
single parton of longitudinal-momentum of order-(e) is boosted to twice its original momentum.
Instead of finding a parton of twice the momentum one will find (2) partons each of the original-
momentum-(e). The partons have transverse rotationally-symmetric wave*function peaked at
transverse radial distances (1" = +Vo), with (a) the usual dimensional string-constant. If the
momentum is doubled again each of the (2) is resolved into (2) more with similar wave-function. Unlike
in KLEBANOV/SUSSKIND*case the evolution does not create pairs of smaller and smaller size.
Moreover no parton is ever found with (p- > e) and all partons are (wee). After (n) iterations the total
number of partions has become (2"), the total longitudinal momentum tends to (e2") and the transverse
density of partons relative to the centre-of*mass gets Gaussian with a radius (R2 = nlrz). However,
this behaviour cannot persist indefinitely, either the addition of partons will eventually lead to
shadowing corrections or the geometric-size of the partons will have to grow more quickly.

Finally another idea that originated in attempts to do numerical QCD-work using light-front*methods
should also be mentioned.

O In order to code longitudinal-motions of systems on screen it will be assumed that longitudianal-
momentum comes in discrete units of size (e). If one considers a single pixel at transverse-position (XJ.
Since a pixel can record only a single bit*of-information it can at most record the presence or absence
of a parton but not its state of longitudianal-motion. Therefore one will assume a lit-pixel at (X)
represents a parton of minimal longitudinal*motion (e). By increasing the momentum to twice the
minimum, one is forced to light (2) pixels, since a pixel cannot be lit*twice. In general a system with
momentum 1p- = lle) will be identified with § lit-pixels. Thus a system is boosted to iarger
momentum not by boosting its partons but by increasing their number. In other words, all partons are
(wee) and no two of them may occupy the same pixel.

Having followed this reasoning one probably cannot avoid to accept that if the entropy on the bounding
surface of space region reaches a maximum (and with it the appropriate number of information-pixels on
that surface), either further information will be prevented from being stored on this surface or the surface
is forced to expand its area. In case of an increasing bounding surface of a space-volume, the volume
itself must grow. That this can happen hecomes obvious from the path of arguments just given above,
especially by the final models.
Therefore, based on all this just described statements it is fair to say thah
O An 3-dimensional space*region will become expanded due to a growing amount-of-information

inside.

3^2 Gravity will turn out to be an entropic Force-

The amount of information associated with matter and its locations (measured in terms of entropy) is
needed to derive gravity. Space is the device introduced to describe positions and movements of particles
while it obeys the holographic-principle. Thus it is literally a storage for information associated with
matter. Given that the maximal allowed information is finite for any part*of-storage then it is not
possible to locate a particle with infinite precision at a point of the continuum. Thus it is favourable to
assume that information is stored in points of a discretizied space (like in a lattice-model).
In order to get information described holographically, it must exist bit-wise in some duplicated form on
surfaces (screens). A Screen separates points between its front- and back*side and thus is the natural
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place to store information about particles moving from one side of the screen to its alternate side. One
side there is space on the alternate side is nothing yet. This is because there will exist (1) specific direction
where space is emergent to. Within this environment glavity will proved to be an entropic-force.
An entropic force is an effective macroscopic*force that originates in a system with many degrees*of-
freedom by the statistical tendency to increase its entropy, The force-equation is expressed in terms of
entropy-differences and is independent of details of the microscopic dynamics.

One may consider a small piece of a holographic-screen and a particle of mass (m) approaching it from
the side at which space-time has already emerged. When the particle merges with the microscopic
degrees-of*freedom on screen, it influences the amount of information that is already stored on screen.

) Assuming that the change-in-entropy (AS) near the screen is linear to displacement-from*screen
(Ax) then (AS/Ax = [2rr.ksl (h.c)J.m ) is proportional to the mass, with (ku ) as BOLTZMANN*
constant,(fi.) as PLANCK-constant and (c) as vacuum-light*speed.

The question now comes up, what is the entropic-force resulting herewith? The basic-idea how force
comes into play can be derived from an analogy with osmosis across a semi-permeable membrane.

> When a particle of mass (m) has entropic reason to be on one side of the membrane and the membrane
carries a temperature (T), the particle will experience an entropic-force fl$ which fulfills relation
(F = [2n.ke /$t-c)]-m-Tl.

> W.G. UNRUH showed now that there exists a close relation (T = [h.c/(2n.ku)J.a) between a
temperature (T) and an acceleration (a) an observer will experience in an accelerated frame. Thus one
can finally be obtained E = m.O).

This reasoning is assumed to be valid in general and thus the entropic-force (F) in the above context
obeys NEWTONS's second law.

The viewing screen (bounding surface) mentioned above as being a sphere, the maximal storage-space or
the total number of bits is then proportional to the area (§ of the sphere. Each funda.mental bit occupies
(1) unit-cell.
) The number of bits proportional to (A) can be expressed by (N = lc3 / (G.ft)l.A) with (G) as NEWTON-

constant. The total energy in the system is supposed to be (E) evenly distributed over the bits (§I). The
temperature (T) of the system can then be deduced via the equipartition-rule through (E = N.k6.T/2)
which defines the average-energy per bit.

> (E) is now eliminated by EINSTEIN's energy- mass-relation (E - M-"') where M) represents the mass
emerged into the space enclosed by the screen. Although (M) cannot be seen direcüly in the emerged
space, it is effectively noticed due to its energy.

) In the resulting relation between (I.[) ,nd (T) one may replaee (I\i) with the number of bits proportional
to (A) and one will get a for expression for (T) alone. This last expression inserted into
§ * [2rr.k" /(h,.c)].m.f) together with (A - arr.R2) for the surface of the sphere with its radius (R) will
result in the final expression § = G.M.m/R2) for the entropic-force (F) in the form of NEWTON's law
of gravity.

Thus from this summary it can be stated that:
O By recent assumptions the entropic-force (F) reveals itself as NEWTON's force of gravity influencing

the curvature of the screen by A. EINSTEIN's general relativity.
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